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USDA Agricultural Weather FacilityUSDA Agricultural Weather Facility

Operated by USDA/OCE (Washington, D.C.) since 1978, Operated by USDA/OCE (Washington, D.C.) since 1978, 
with NOAA/NWS meteorologists providing weather data and with NOAA/NWS meteorologists providing weather data and 
forecasting support to the USDA facility.forecasting support to the USDA facility.

Mission:  Keep the Nation’s growers, USDA commodity Mission:  Keep the Nation’s growers, USDA commodity 
analysts, as well as the Secretary and top staff informed of analysts, as well as the Secretary and top staff informed of 
worldworld--wide weather related developments and their effects wide weather related developments and their effects 
on crops and livestockon crops and livestock

USDA agricultural meteorologists receive global weather USDA agricultural meteorologists receive global weather 
data, products, and expertise in interpretation of forecast data, products, and expertise in interpretation of forecast 
models from NWS, and merge these products with models from NWS, and merge these products with 
climatologicalclimatological analyses and global agronomic data to analyses and global agronomic data to 
determine weather’s impact on agricultural productiondetermine weather’s impact on agricultural production



Background InformationBackground Information

World Agricultural Outlook Board

The United States Department of Agriculture has numerous interests 
in the field of weather monitoring and impact assessment:

Global Monitoring 
and Assessment

Ground Truth for
Remote Sensing

Crop Insurance Programs
Western Water 
Supply Forecasting Research

Fire Weather



Routine Daily Operational Routine Daily Operational 
AssessmentsAssessments

Morning US Weather Morning US Weather 
UpdateUpdate

Daily Highlights of Daily Highlights of 
Agricultural Agricultural 
DevelopmentsDevelopments

Special Reports  Special Reports  

World Agricultural Outlook Board



Types of Agricultural Weather Extremes     Types of Agricultural Weather Extremes     
Affecting Crop DevelopmentAffecting Crop Development

Prolonged Drought Prolonged Drought 
Heat Stress During Critical Phases of DevelopmentHeat Stress During Critical Phases of Development
Untimely Heavy Rain/Flooding Untimely Heavy Rain/Flooding 
Freeze Damage at Seeding Emergence or Before Crop Freeze Damage at Seeding Emergence or Before Crop 
MaturityMaturity
Hurricanes:Hurricanes:
Direct Impact Direct Impact -- Flooding, wind damageFlooding, wind damage
Indirect Impact Indirect Impact –– Excessive moistureExcessive moisture
Severity, extent of coverage, duration, and timing with Severity, extent of coverage, duration, and timing with 
respect to crop respect to crop phenologyphenology and crop variety is essential to and crop variety is essential to 
analysisanalysis

Joint Agricultural Weather Facility



Interagency Cooperation and CoordinationInteragency Cooperation and Coordination
Weekly Weather and Crop BulletinWeekly Weather and Crop Bulletin
•• Weather Analysis (NOAA)Weather Analysis (NOAA)
•• US Agriculture Summary (NASS)US Agriculture Summary (NASS)
•• Weather & Crop Summaries (WAOB)Weather & Crop Summaries (WAOB)

USDA Secretary BriefingUSDA Secretary Briefing
•• Highlight Relevant Weather Impacts Highlight Relevant Weather Impacts 

for USDA Secretary & Top Stafffor USDA Secretary & Top Staff

Drought MonitorDrought Monitor
Global Weather Briefing for USDA Global Weather Briefing for USDA 
AnalystsAnalysts
Media  & Public ContactsMedia  & Public Contacts

Routine Weekly Operational AssessmentsRoutine Weekly Operational Assessments

World Agricultural Outlook Board



History

Product of 100+ years of evolutionProduct of 100+ years of evolution
18721872:  Weekly Weather Chronicle:  Weekly Weather Chronicle
•• published by U.S. War Departmentpublished by U.S. War Department
•• brief summary of domestic weatherbrief summary of domestic weather

18881888:  Weather Crop Bulletin:  Weather Crop Bulletin
•• basic crop weather analyses for basic crop weather analyses for 

U.S.U.S.
Since then, undergone several name, Since then, undergone several name, 
content, management changescontent, management changes
19241924:  final name change:  final name change
Comprehensive collection of text, Comprehensive collection of text, 
tables, and maps describing weather tables, and maps describing weather 
impacts on domestic and international impacts on domestic and international 
crop productioncrop production
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Text Products

State Agricultural State Agricultural 
Summaries” provided by Summaries” provided by 
National Agricultural National Agricultural 
Statistics Service (NASS)Statistics Service (NASS)
Provide brief narrative of Provide brief narrative of 
crop and weather conditions crop and weather conditions 
on a stateon a state--byby--state basisstate basis
Include information on Include information on 
topsoil moisture, days topsoil moisture, days 
suitable for fieldwork, type of suitable for fieldwork, type of 
fieldwork, weatherfieldwork, weather
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Tables ““National Weather Data for Selected Cities” National Weather Data for Selected Cities” 
provided by NOAA Climate Prediction provided by NOAA Climate Prediction 
CenterCenter
StationStation--byby--station tabulation of datastation tabulation of data
TemperatureTemperature
•• average maximum/minimumaverage maximum/minimum
•• extreme high/lowextreme high/low

PrecipitationPrecipitation
•• weekly total, departure from normalweekly total, departure from normal
•• greatest in 24greatest in 24--hr, total this monthhr, total this month

Maximum/minimum relative humidityMaximum/minimum relative humidity
Number of days…Number of days…
•• temp > 90F, measurable precip temp > 90F, measurable precip 

occursoccurs
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Tables
““Crop Progress and Condition” tables Crop Progress and Condition” tables 
provided by NASSprovided by NASS
For each crop, provides a stateFor each crop, provides a state--byby--state state 
tabulation of the current stage of crop tabulation of the current stage of crop 
developmentdevelopment
•• e.g., corn planting, filling, harvestinge.g., corn planting, filling, harvesting

Quantifies…Quantifies…
•• current progress, last week’s current progress, last week’s 

progressprogress
•• last year’s progress at this timelast year’s progress at this time
•• 55--yr averageyr average

Crop condition tables stateCrop condition tables state--byby--statestate
•• percent VP, P, F, G, EX percent VP, P, F, G, EX 

Tables available for many major cropsTables available for many major crops
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Maps
Several maps published Several maps published 
periodically to provide more periodically to provide more 
detailed description of crop detailed description of crop 
weather in U.S. weather in U.S. 
•• mountain snow pack and mountain snow pack and 

precipprecip
•• stream flow forecastsstream flow forecasts
•• seasonal temp/precip seasonal temp/precip 

outlooksoutlooks
•• drought indicesdrought indices
•• growing degree daysgrowing degree days
•• soil temperaturessoil temperatures
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Special Products

Special articles/products Special articles/products 
published when climate published when climate 
anomalies and extreme anomalies and extreme 
events occurevents occur
•• ENSO updatesENSO updates
•• severe weathersevere weather
•• other disastersother disasters



World Agricultural Supply and World Agricultural Supply and 
Demand Estimates Report Demand Estimates Report 
(WASDE) lockup Analyses(WASDE) lockup Analyses
•• CropCrop--weather assessments weather assessments 

are integrated into USDA's are integrated into USDA's 
monthly crop production monthly crop production 
estimation proceduresestimation procedures

World Agricultural Weather World Agricultural Weather 
Highlights MapHighlights Map

World Agricultural Outlook Board

Monthly Operational AssessmentsMonthly Operational Assessments



Feedback MechanismsFeedback Mechanisms

Secretary of Agriculture, Chief EconomistSecretary of Agriculture, Chief Economist: Decisions are : Decisions are 
made based on early alerts, from daily advisories and made based on early alerts, from daily advisories and 
weekly bulletins (i.e., US Drought Monitor); and monthly from weekly bulletins (i.e., US Drought Monitor); and monthly from 
crop weather analysis in WASDE report.crop weather analysis in WASDE report.

Farmers, farm groupsFarmers, farm groups: Feedback provided from WWCB : Feedback provided from WWCB 
and Drought Monitor reports on a periodic basis.and Drought Monitor reports on a periodic basis.

PublicPublic: All reports are issued on Internet.: All reports are issued on Internet.



During a Storm’s Strike:During a Storm’s Strike:
Regular Updates for Top USDA StaffRegular Updates for Top USDA Staff

The Secretary The Secretary 
of Agriculture of Agriculture 
and top agency and top agency 
officials receive officials receive 
updates at least updates at least 
every six hours every six hours 
based on NHC based on NHC 
forecasts of forecasts of 
track and track and 
intensity.intensity.



After a Storm Strikes:After a Storm Strikes:
Agricultural AssessmentAgricultural Assessment

Observed track is Observed track is 
mapped, along mapped, along 
with with NHC’sNHC’s
tropical stormtropical storm--
and hurricaneand hurricane--
force wind force wind 
swaths.swaths.

NHC data sets NHC data sets 
are layered with are layered with 
key agricultural key agricultural 
production areas.production areas.



Marine Influences and Impacts of Lowland Agriculture
And Coastal Resources (MILAC)



HurricanesHurricanes
The economic damage caused by Hurricane Katrina The economic damage caused by Hurricane Katrina 
exceeded $133 billion, making this extreme event the exceeded $133 billion, making this extreme event the 
most destructive natural disaster to affect the United most destructive natural disaster to affect the United 
States in its history (States in its history (Lott et al., 2008Lott et al., 2008). ). 

EcosystemsEcosystems are impacted by landare impacted by land--falling hurricanes. falling hurricanes. 
Research estimated that Hurricane Katrina killed or Research estimated that Hurricane Katrina killed or 
severely damaged 320 million large trees across over severely damaged 320 million large trees across over 
two million hectares of forest in Mississippi, Louisiana two million hectares of forest in Mississippi, Louisiana 
and Alabama (and Alabama (Chambers et al., 2007Chambers et al., 2007). ). 

Coastal fisheries (e.g. oyster beds, shrimp) and Coastal fisheries (e.g. oyster beds, shrimp) and 
harvesting infrastructure (e.g. boats, processing and harvesting infrastructure (e.g. boats, processing and 
storage facilities) were also severely damaged by storage facilities) were also severely damaged by 
Katrina.Katrina.

http://www.economics.noaa.gov/?file=bibliography#lott.et.al.2008
http://www.economics.noaa.gov/?goal=ecosystems
http://www.economics.noaa.gov/?file=bibliography#chambers.et.al.2007


U.S. Drought MonitorU.S. Drought Monitor

A Blend of Science and SubjectivityA Blend of Science and Subjectivity
•• Integration of weather, climate  and Integration of weather, climate  and agrometeorologicalagrometeorological

indices from several agenciesindices from several agencies
•• Numerical modelsNumerical models
•• Input from regional and local experts Input from regional and local experts 

Published WeeklyPublished Weekly
Nine AuthorsNine Authors
•• NDMC, USDA, CPC, NCDCNDMC, USDA, CPC, NCDC
•• 22--3 week shifts as the product lead author3 week shifts as the product lead author

Droughts are generally slow to emerge and recedeDroughts are generally slow to emerge and recede
•• Classifications usually change one level per weekClassifications usually change one level per week



CA: Dealing with 
the effects of a 3-

year drought

Drought persists 
in southern TX 
and has begun 

to expand.

The Southeast: 
an area to watch 
for developing 

drought.

Upper Midwest: a 
stubborn pocket of 

dryness



Each Monday, author consults data Each Monday, author consults data 
from numerous sourcesfrom numerous sources
•• quantitative observational quantitative observational 

networksnetworks
•• model outputmodel output
•• satellite and radar imagerysatellite and radar imagery
•• subjective reportssubjective reports

Author uses these data to prepare a Author uses these data to prepare a 
first draft of the USDM for that weekfirst draft of the USDM for that week
Draft distributed via email listDraft distributed via email list--server server 
to approximately 275 people, to approximately 275 people, 
including fellow authors and climate including fellow authors and climate 
and water experts from around the and water experts from around the 
country. country. 
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U.S. Drought Monitor - Methodology

1st draft

1st draft

1st draft

1st draft

2nd draft

2nd draft

2nd draft

2nd draft

3rd draft

3rd draft

3rd draft

3rd draft

FINAL

FINAL

FINAL

FINAL



Members of drought list provide author Members of drought list provide author 
feedback, used to refine USDMfeedback, used to refine USDM
Through iterative process, author Through iterative process, author 
prepares and distributes 2prepares and distributes 2--3 drafts of the 3 drafts of the 
USDM during Monday, Tuesday, and USDM during Monday, Tuesday, and 
Wednesday of each week to obtain the Wednesday of each week to obtain the 
best product possible.best product possible.
Final product and an accompanying text Final product and an accompanying text 
summary posted every Thursday at summary posted every Thursday at 
0830 LT on the USDM web site:0830 LT on the USDM web site:

((http://www.drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.http://www.drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.
htmlhtml))

World Agricultural Outlook Board

U.S. Drought Monitor - Methodology



Drought Monitoring:Drought Monitoring:
Coordinated MultiCoordinated Multi--Agency ActivityAgency Activity

and Multiand Multi--Country ActivityCountry Activity

Weekly Monthly



What Inhibits your use of Weather and What Inhibits your use of Weather and 
Climate Information ? Climate Information ? (user survey)(user survey)

Timely access to comprehensive database.Timely access to comprehensive database.

Availability of data in nonAvailability of data in non--standard formats.standard formats.

The lack of  unified weather and  climate databases with The lack of  unified weather and  climate databases with 
software to create products necessary for agricultural software to create products necessary for agricultural 
decision makers.decision makers.

Solution: Establishment of an integrated and coordinated Solution: Establishment of an integrated and coordinated 
data system to provide the user communities with an data system to provide the user communities with an 
efficient means of knowledgeefficient means of knowledge--based product retrieval.based product retrieval.



An “Expert” is one who knows more and more about An “Expert” is one who knows more and more about 
less and less until he knows absolutely everything less and less until he knows absolutely everything 

about nothingabout nothing
Our field of agricultural meteorology is composed of diverse Our field of agricultural meteorology is composed of diverse 
disciplines disciplines –– meteorology, climatology, agronomy, crop meteorology, climatology, agronomy, crop 
physiology, & now IT based GIS and remote sensing is physiology, & now IT based GIS and remote sensing is 
thrown to the “discipline pie”thrown to the “discipline pie”

All of these resources must be utilized effectively and All of these resources must be utilized effectively and 
information processed efficiently for the user community to information processed efficiently for the user community to 
benefit from the wealth of expertise.benefit from the wealth of expertise.

A cooperative effort among experts can be a very effective A cooperative effort among experts can be a very effective 
means for the collaboration, preparation and dissemination means for the collaboration, preparation and dissemination 
of a quality advisory or bulletin of a quality advisory or bulletin –– the JAWF example.the JAWF example.

The CAMI Project offers an opportunity for cooperation and The CAMI Project offers an opportunity for cooperation and 
coordination among nations, and pooling of resources.coordination among nations, and pooling of resources.



Complex problems have simple, easyComplex problems have simple, easy--toto--

understand wrong answersunderstand wrong answers

One good example for our application is the fact there are One good example for our application is the fact there are 
well known relationships between rainfall, temperature and well known relationships between rainfall, temperature and 
crop yields. Weather extremes will impact crop yields, and crop yields. Weather extremes will impact crop yields, and 
historical analyses have led to quantifiable results.historical analyses have led to quantifiable results.

However, over longer periods of time, additional factors must However, over longer periods of time, additional factors must 
be considered: technology changes introduced by seed be considered: technology changes introduced by seed 
hybrids and varietals, fertilizers and farm management hybrids and varietals, fertilizers and farm management 
practices. practices. 

Thus, a wellThus, a well--prepared plan of action must be carefully prepared plan of action must be carefully 
developed and implemented to ensure meaningful and developed and implemented to ensure meaningful and 
relevant information is made available to the usersrelevant information is made available to the users



One thing good about procrastination is that you One thing good about procrastination is that you 
always have something planned for tomorrowalways have something planned for tomorrow

There is always room for improvement: new data source; There is always room for improvement: new data source; 
new technological tool; new desktop publishing etc.new technological tool; new desktop publishing etc.

Each new task should be wellEach new task should be well--thought out; procedures thought out; procedures 
should be tested thoroughly before operational should be tested thoroughly before operational 
implementation; and encourage user feedback before and implementation; and encourage user feedback before and 
immediately after implementation. Inquires should be sent to immediately after implementation. Inquires should be sent to 
the user community to offer suggestions for improvements the user community to offer suggestions for improvements ––
this promotes enhancements and opens channels of this promotes enhancements and opens channels of 
communication between the information provider and communication between the information provider and 
information user.information user.

Set out achievable tasks or demonstration projects; do not Set out achievable tasks or demonstration projects; do not 
attempt to accomplish everything at onceattempt to accomplish everything at once------a recipe for a recipe for 
failure!failure!



If everything seems to be going well, you have If everything seems to be going well, you have 
obviously overlooked something.obviously overlooked something.

From a newspaper cartoon: From a newspaper cartoon: employeeemployee, “ No problems , “ No problems 
this week, only issues, opportunities, challenges and this week, only issues, opportunities, challenges and 
valuable learning experiences”; valuable learning experiences”; supervisorsupervisor, “Did you , “Did you 
do any work”? do any work”? employee, “ employee, “ ItIt didn’t seem necessary.”didn’t seem necessary.”

Weather example: weather station reports reliably Weather example: weather station reports reliably 
from an agricultural area for 30 years. However, a from an agricultural area for 30 years. However, a 
trend was occurring that was not documented by trend was occurring that was not documented by 
observers. Increasing population and urban growth observers. Increasing population and urban growth 
significantly altered the cropping pattern to a more significantly altered the cropping pattern to a more 
urbanized settingurbanized setting------maybe good data, but less maybe good data, but less 
relevant for agriculture over time!relevant for agriculture over time!

Plan, coordinate and liaison with all involved Plan, coordinate and liaison with all involved 
throughout the project, including the user community. throughout the project, including the user community. 



It’s a simple task to make things complex, but a It’s a simple task to make things complex, but a 
complex task to make them simplecomplex task to make them simple

What are the objectives of any advisories or bulletins to farmerWhat are the objectives of any advisories or bulletins to farmers or policys or policy--
makers? Scientific information has to be tailored to be meet themakers? Scientific information has to be tailored to be meet the needs of needs of 
the user. The same information may need to be translated efficiethe user. The same information may need to be translated efficiently to ntly to 
different user groups at the same time. This is usually in termsdifferent user groups at the same time. This is usually in terms of of 
impending natural disasters or extreme events.impending natural disasters or extreme events.

Normally, farmers need timely daily information during the growiNormally, farmers need timely daily information during the growing season ng season 
to assist their onto assist their on--going farm activities in the field; i.e., planting, spraying, going farm activities in the field; i.e., planting, spraying, 
fertilizer application etc. On a weekly basis, farm management mfertilizer application etc. On a weekly basis, farm management may monitor ay monitor 
irrigation scheduling, planning operations etc. Agribusiness andirrigation scheduling, planning operations etc. Agribusiness and marketing marketing 
decisions may be more interested in more longerdecisions may be more interested in more longer--term weather and climate term weather and climate 
extremes.extremes.

Key to success are appropriate input data on a routine basis. ThKey to success are appropriate input data on a routine basis. Then, en, 
providing userproviding user--friendly information that is easily understood and routinely friendly information that is easily understood and routinely 
available.available.



Caribbean Region Climate MonitorCaribbean Region Climate Monitor
(CRCM)(CRCM)

US Drought Monitor as a guide for input (USDM: PDSI, SPI, US Drought Monitor as a guide for input (USDM: PDSI, SPI, 
%%PcpPcp, VHI, SMI etc,) develop a unique “CRCM” , VHI, SMI etc,) develop a unique “CRCM” 
What are the weather and climate parameters that most What are the weather and climate parameters that most 
affect agricultural economies of the region?affect agricultural economies of the region?
---- How are they measured?How are they measured?
---- Systematic observations or surveys (crop condition reports)Systematic observations or surveys (crop condition reports)
---- USDM subjective observations serve valuable reporting USDM subjective observations serve valuable reporting ifif

they are consistently reported from experts like yourselvthey are consistently reported from experts like yourselves.es.
Key point must be emphasized: this must be a group effort Key point must be emphasized: this must be a group effort 
from the very beginning and the commitment must be for the from the very beginning and the commitment must be for the 
longlong--termterm



Caribbean Region Climate MonitorCaribbean Region Climate Monitor
(CRCM)(CRCM)

Some possible CRCM input factors to be considered:Some possible CRCM input factors to be considered:
---- Predictor or index of onset of earlyPredictor or index of onset of early--season rainfallseason rainfall
---- El Nino/La Nina conditionsEl Nino/La Nina conditions
---- Strength of prevailing winds (Index)Strength of prevailing winds (Index)
---- Drought conditionsDrought conditions
---- Rainfall intensity (excessive rain/flooding/erosion etc)Rainfall intensity (excessive rain/flooding/erosion etc)
---- Hurricane season: strength of tropical stormHurricane season: strength of tropical storm
---- Natural disaster impacts: how weather and climate extremeNatural disaster impacts: how weather and climate extreme

events are affecting crop developing, harvesting, marketievents are affecting crop developing, harvesting, marketing ng 
and, any potential options based on forecasts.and, any potential options based on forecasts.

---- As the evolves, mitigation and adaptation strategies couldAs the evolves, mitigation and adaptation strategies could
developed and implemented in a longdeveloped and implemented in a long--term planterm plan





AgroclimaticAgroclimatic Risk Management PlanRisk Management Plan

Preparedness to improve the effectiveness of response and Preparedness to improve the effectiveness of response and 
recovery, such as establishing earlyrecovery, such as establishing early--warning systems.warning systems.

Mitigation measures to reduce the impact of extreme events Mitigation measures to reduce the impact of extreme events 
or natural disasters prior to their occurrence.or natural disasters prior to their occurrence.

Adaptation strategies to prepare for and minimize the Adaptation strategies to prepare for and minimize the 
potential impacts of climate variability and climate change.potential impacts of climate variability and climate change.



AgroclimaticAgroclimatic Risk Management Risk Management 
Plan Plan -- ObjectivesObjectives

Incorporates weather/climate, land surface and water Incorporates weather/climate, land surface and water 
interactions into the planning and management of interactions into the planning and management of 
agricultural production.agricultural production.

Achieve a sustainable, optimized production level through Achieve a sustainable, optimized production level through 
the use of weather and climate information, while the use of weather and climate information, while 
maintaining environmental integrity and minimizing the maintaining environmental integrity and minimizing the 
degradation of soil, nutrient and water resource bases.degradation of soil, nutrient and water resource bases.

Technology (fertilizers, new seed varieties, farming Technology (fertilizers, new seed varieties, farming 
practices) should aid production but not harm the resource practices) should aid production but not harm the resource 
base in the long term.base in the long term.



Caribbean Advisory/BulletinCaribbean Advisory/Bulletin

Operational service to user community, providing data Operational service to user community, providing data 
products/information useful to decision makers at the right products/information useful to decision makers at the right 
time in the right format in a short concise format: time in the right format in a short concise format: 
---- How weather and climate affects How weather and climate affects regionalregional agriculture; agriculture; 
---- What are the risks caused by climate extremes on the       What are the risks caused by climate extremes on the       
regionalregional agricultural economy;                                          agricultural economy;                                          
How can agricultural users benefit from weather forecasts How can agricultural users benefit from weather forecasts 
(short(short--term decisions) and seasonal outlooks (longterm decisions) and seasonal outlooks (long--rangerange
planning.planning.
Brief overview of regional conditions affecting agriculture Brief overview of regional conditions affecting agriculture 
(early alert status).(early alert status).
Detailed summary resides in Country Weather & Climate Detailed summary resides in Country Weather & Climate 
ReportsReports



Climate and WeatherClimate and Weather

Extreme EventsExtreme Events

Tropical StormsTropical Storms

Droughts/FloodsDroughts/Floods
Tropics Tropics -- El NiEl Niñño, La Nio, La Niññaa

Extratropics Extratropics -- Jet PatternsJet Patterns

Climate 
Change

Climate 
Change

WeatherWeather Climate 
Variability
Climate 

Variability
Blocking

Change in 
weather event 
amplitude and 
frequency

Tele-connections

Change in 
climate event 
amplitude and 
frequency

Trends

Global change Natural variability



Caribbean Advisory/BulletinCaribbean Advisory/Bulletin

From the Caribbean region perspective, a standardized From the Caribbean region perspective, a standardized 
approach in the preparation of the bulletin format (i.e., similaapproach in the preparation of the bulletin format (i.e., similar r 
format in text, map, and/or table format) would enhance the format in text, map, and/or table format) would enhance the 
quality of the output for the entire user community.quality of the output for the entire user community.

Then, for the development of specific applications and Then, for the development of specific applications and 
products, there could be coordinated effort between scientists products, there could be coordinated effort between scientists 
and experts among different nations; thereby pooling and experts among different nations; thereby pooling 
resources for the best products for all.resources for the best products for all.
---- ex., irrigation scheduling technique could be tested, and if ex., irrigation scheduling technique could be tested, and if 
determined feasible for all nations, a single product could determined feasible for all nations, a single product could 
become operational in the bulletin and/or climate monitor. become operational in the bulletin and/or climate monitor. 



Pest/Disease Risk ToolPest/Disease Risk Tool

Set of tools to help farmers reduce risks associated with Set of tools to help farmers reduce risks associated with 
climate variability/extremes climate variability/extremes –– recommendations for timing recommendations for timing 
application of pesticides and fungicides.application of pesticides and fungicides.
Select a station nearest to a farm:Select a station nearest to a farm:

---- Provide data & conditions for pest/disease level    Provide data & conditions for pest/disease level    
(similar to US Drought Monitor (similar to US Drought Monitor –– no risk, low risk,   no risk, low risk,   
moderate risk, high risk of pest or disease)moderate risk, high risk of pest or disease)

RecommendationRecommendation
---- Provide simple list of questions that should beProvide simple list of questions that should be

coordinated with agricultural extension services andcoordinated with agricultural extension services and
farmers about types of spray recommendations,  farmers about types of spray recommendations,  
based on stage of crop development, previous based on stage of crop development, previous 
applications, and climate conditions.applications, and climate conditions.



Pest/Disease Risk ToolPest/Disease Risk Tool

Develop simulation toolsDevelop simulation tools
---- System modeling output presented in graphic andSystem modeling output presented in graphic and

tabular format indicating risk levels listed abovetabular format indicating risk levels listed above
during the growing season, and including a during the growing season, and including a 
forecast for the next few days first, and aforecast for the next few days first, and a
seasonal outlook based on ENSO and otherseasonal outlook based on ENSO and other
predictors.predictors.

Develop an automated email system among providers and the user Develop an automated email system among providers and the user 
communities, with an appropriate feedback mechanism from the vercommunities, with an appropriate feedback mechanism from the very y 
beginning to ensure quality, reliability and trustworthiness in beginning to ensure quality, reliability and trustworthiness in the the 
products. products. 



Pest/Disease Risk ToolPest/Disease Risk Tool

Two key points to emphasize:Two key points to emphasize:

1. Start one step at a time. Start with a few stations and de1. Start one step at a time. Start with a few stations and develop and velop and 
test a prototype monitoring tool. Also, begin a dialogue with thtest a prototype monitoring tool. Also, begin a dialogue with the e 
agricultural extension service regarding a list of questions to agricultural extension service regarding a list of questions to go out go out 
the farming community etc.the farming community etc.

2. The effort must be integrated and coordinated by all natio2. The effort must be integrated and coordinated by all nations. It ns. It 
does require a major commitment for everyone to agree to pool thdoes require a major commitment for everyone to agree to pool their eir 
resources. This is particularly true if IT resources are compatiresources. This is particularly true if IT resources are compatible. If ble. If 
not, it could be a little more complicated to overcome.not, it could be a little more complicated to overcome.



Caribbean Advisory/BulletinCaribbean Advisory/Bulletin

““WAMIS Concept” for the Caribbean Bulletin.WAMIS Concept” for the Caribbean Bulletin.
Each country prepares its own bulletin in a timely manner for Each country prepares its own bulletin in a timely manner for 
its release internally for decision makers and the agricultural its release internally for decision makers and the agricultural 
user communities for early alerts, management decisions user communities for early alerts, management decisions 
and planning, and is used inand planning, and is used in--country as needed.country as needed.
Then, a standardized version is forwarded to a regional host Then, a standardized version is forwarded to a regional host 
server for archival and backserver for archival and back--up and to serve as a regional up and to serve as a regional 
agrometeorologicalagrometeorological information center for regional R&D information center for regional R&D 
studies.studies.



JAWF WEBSITEJAWF WEBSITE

http://www.usda.gov/oce/weather/pubs/index.htmhttp://www.usda.gov/oce/weather/pubs/index.htm

Website for information on all JAWF weather and Website for information on all JAWF weather and 
climate products, including daily, weekly and climate products, including daily, weekly and 
monthly reports, and U.S. Drought Monitor and monthly reports, and U.S. Drought Monitor and 
North American Drought MonitorNorth American Drought Monitor

http://www.usda.gov/oce/weather/pubs/index.htm


Thank YouThank You
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